Pakistan Inter-University Zone “G” Cricket Championship 2009-2010
Started from 16-12-2009 to 22-12-2009

Under the auspices of : Higher Education Commission (Sports Wing)

The following universities of participated in the above championship:

1. University of Karachi
2. IQRA University, Karachi
3. ZAIBST University, Karachi
4. Greenwich University, Karachi
5. Textile Institute, Karachi
6. Institute of Business & Technology, Karachi
7. Hamdard University, Karachi
8. NED University, Karachi
9. Balochistan University of IT, Engineering & Management Science, Quetta
10. Fed. Urdu University of Science & Technology, Karachi
11. Sir Syed University, Karachi
12. Muhammad Ali Jinnah University, Karachi
14. Balochistan University of Engineering & Technology, Quetta
15. Lasbeela University, Uthal

The Directorate of Physical Education, University of Karachi, organized this championship a well manner for which not only did the Sports management but also the Karachi university leadership co-operated.

The Directorate of Physical Education provide transport and accommodation to participating for which we are very thank full to the Vice chancellor, university of Karachi appreciated the efforts made by the management to make the event successful and hoped that this exercise would continue so that the students might get more chances and could reflect physical and mental fitness in their practical lives. I assure fully cooperation to this directorate in all sports event.
The University of Karachi thank full to the distinguished Chief guest, Dr. Muhammad Ali Shah, Provincial Minister of Sports and hoping to keen interest for the promotion of sports by the Ministry of Sports who extend his help utilizing his covert and overt skills for the promotion of sports. I also congratulated the Directorate of Physical Education university of Karachi and organizing Secretary for holding such a successful event.

The out-stationed teams were provided the accommodation at Sports Hostel.

In the last I, in the capacity of Chairman Karachi University Sports Board, congratulate on maintaining discipline and well organization of this event. I am Definitely all the persons, who have directly and indirectly assisting me deserve heartfelt felicitation in organizing this event successfully.